Creating Building Facade Details with LWCAD

Overview
In this tutorial, we are going to be creating a building facade that has details which may seem complex at
first but in reality, are rather quite simple once you break them down. LWCAD further simplifies this
process by supplying tools that are built specifically to add detail to polygonal structures. We will be
creating a building facade much like the one above. Our goal is not to reproduce it exactly, but rather to
show you how such structures can be created. I am using the current version of LWCAD (2.1). If you are
using an earlier version of LWCAD, such as the version provided free to users of Lightwave 9, you may
be able to follow along but some features may not be available to you. I highly recommend upgrading to
version LWCAD 2 as it adds much functionality to Lightwave's already capable modeler. This tutorial
assumes you are already familiar with some common Lightwave tools such as knife, extender, and
bandsaw. It also assumes you have a working knowledge of LWCAD's excellent snapping system.
Let's get started..
Step 1: Start by drawing out a simple box in modeler about 30' by 30' in the front view. I use the english
system of feet and inches when I am modeling but if you prefer meters it's about 9 by 9 meters. Since we
are only creating the front of the building, there's no need to create volume for this box.

Step 2: Next we're going to cut up the box to define where the windows will go. We're going to be
creating 3 long windows so we'll split it up so we have spaces for 3 windows and then a polygon on each
side of the windows. Use Bandsaw to make 6 cuts and choose uniform so they are evenly spaced. Note in
the picture the spaces where the windows will go are high-lighted in red.

Step 3: Now run bandsaw again on the two polygons between the polygons where the windows will be
going. This time, set a cut at 12% and mirror that over to the other side so that each poly will receive one
cut on either side. Then use the knife tool and make two horizontal cuts. One about 65% of the way to the
top and one near the bottom. You don't have to be too precise on these cuts, just get them in the general
vicinty. Remember we're not going for an exact replica.

Step 4: Now for some LWCAD fun. To make the arches for the top of the windows we're going to use the
Darc tool. You can find this under the drill tools in LWCAD's menus. To use this tool, select Darc, open
up the numeric panel (n) and make sure slice is selected. Now in the front view, click on a point on top of
the window polygons and then the other. Now click and drag to draw your arch. Snap the arch using near
snapping mode to the side of the window to form a perfect arch. The offset amount doesn't matter as long
as it is within the width of the window. Repeat for the other two windows. Lower the max freeze error
slider just enough to make a nice smooth arch, don't get crazy with the number of points, use the
minimum amount you need. You should have something that looks like this when you are done.

Step 5: Select all the polygons that make up the windows under the arch and smooth shift them in about 2
feet. We also need to get rid of the pair of semi-circular polys under the arch. Select both polys on each
window and hit shift-Z to merge them.. Get rid of the leftover points shown highlited here. Make a knife
cut just below where the arch starts to create a band(shown clearly in the next step). We will use this band
to add some decorative molding to the wall and to the columns between the windows.

Step 6: On the two polygons between the windows, select the center strips below the arches on each one
all the way to the bottom. Smooth shift them out about 6". This is just to add a little more detail and visual
interest to the structure.

Step 7: Now we're going to use LWCAD to create the decorative molding along this strip. Select the
whole strip and then activate the engraver tool found under LWCAD's polygon detail menu. Bring up the
numeric panel with the engraver still active and choose a shape from the shape library. If the detail isn't
oriented correctly, use the rotate 90 button to correct it. If you desire more detail, lower the max freeze
error slider as desired. Please note that Engraver will only work on 4 point polygons.

Step 8: Select all the points on the front of the arch and copy and paste them to a seperate layer.

Step 9: Select one set of points and activate the extender tool. Now using the stretch tool and making sure
that your action center is set to selection, click and drag to the right to stretch the extended points out to
125%. Constrain the movement (ctrl on the pc)to ensure that the bottom two points on the arch don't move
on the Y-axis. Now, switch your action center to mouse. Deselect the bottom two points on the arch, place
your mouse cursor so that it's level with the bottom points and click and drag upwards until you again
reach 125%. You should now have a fairly good arch of polygons. Repeat for the other two sets of points.

Step 10: Once you have created the polygons for each arch, then detail each with the LWCAD engraver
tool. Do each window arch seperately because otherwise, all of the orientations may be different. The
small end of the detail should be close to the window opening. If not, use the rotate 90 tool until it is
oriented correctly. The offset amount is up to your personal taste, but try to keep them all the same. I like
to copy the amount on the first one, and then paste that amount into the rest of my engravements. When
you're finished, cut the arches from the other layer, and paste them back into the first.

Step 11: Now one window at a time, select the polygons underneath the arches and once again run
engraver on them. Make sure to orient the engravement with the rotate 90 tool so that the thin edge meets
the first engravement and the thick edge is to the side of the window. Once again, it's up to you to decide
the offset amount but make sure it doesn't extend over the decorative molding below.

step 12: Now we will create those round decorative pieces you see between and just above the windows
in the photo. Make a knife cut just above the arches. Get as close to them as you can without intersecting
them. This will be the center line for our circles. Now select all the points that make up the edges of the
polygons along your cut without windows on them(highlighted in red). Copy and paste them to a new
layer. We will use these points to find the exact center of our cicles and snap the circle to them. We could
have also run a bandaw down the center of these polygons earlier in the project but now that we have
already created our arches, this area no longer is made up of four point polys so bandsaw won't work.

Step 13: With those points in another layer, select the two points from each polygon and run
weldAverage found under Lightwave's detail tab. Do this for each set of two. This should place a point in
the exact center of each polyon. Now, go back to your first layer and put the layer with the center points
in the background. LWCAD will snap to points in the background so now use the Dcircle tool under
LWCAD's drill menu and using slice mode, draw out a circle on all the polys on either side of the
windows. Snap the center of the circle (using PNT snap) to the points you have in the background. Use
the radius of your first circle to make the radiuses for the rest. You should have something like this now. I
made mine about 5" in diameter, so they're a bit smaller then the ones shown in the picture.

Step 14: Now copy the points from these newly created circle slices and paste them to a new layer. We're
going to do the same thing with them that we did with the arches. Doing each set individually, select the
points in a circle and use extender. Making sure your action center is set to mouse, use the size tool to
stretch them out to around 145%. Then do the same for the rest. You should have something like this.

Step 15: Once again, we're going to use the engraver tool to add detail to our rings. You'll want to do each
seperately and make sure that the thicker end is out to the edges and the thinner end is in towards the
center and of course we use the rotate 90 tool to accomplish this. Copy the offset amount from your first
one and paste them into all the rest. Once you are finished, cut and paste these new detailed rings into the
first layer. Select the 4 center rings that you cut into the building face and smooth shift them in a bit to
give some more depth to the structure (shown highlighted). You should have something like this.

Step 16: Now onto the windows themselves. Select the three large polygons that make up the windows.
Smooth shift them in about 6". Copy and paste them to a background layer. Now run bandsaw on each of
the windows. Make 5 cuts going horizontal and 2 cuts runnning vertically, all uniformly spaced.

Step 17: We're going to be using LWCAD's profiler tool to create the window panes. Profiler however,
only works on LWCAD's native nurbs curves so we must convert the polygons into curves. Use
LWCAD's Poly to Curve tool under the convert menu. You should get what looks like a wireframe of the
windows but in reality, you're seeing the edges of all the polys converted to LWCAD curves. Now
connect the curves using the join command under the Mass Edit menu. You should get a message that
says that 135 curves were joined.

Step 18: Activate LWCAD's profiler. It works much the same way that engraver works only it works with
curves instead of polys. If you choose a symmetrical shape, you should be able to run it on all three
windows at once with no problem with orientation. Also, try to choose a simple shape to limit the number
of polygons created. The shape I chose in the picture created a little over 2700 polygons for the window
panes. As with engraver, you're max freeze error value can create more or less polygons. You just have to
determine what your project limits and requirements are. When you are finished, cut the windowpanes
back into the first layer.

Step 19: Almost done! Make a few knife cuts shown highlighted in red here. Smooth shift the newly
created band at the top of the building out about 6". Add some detail to both bands with the engraver tool.
I've already covered this earlier in the tutorial so I'll let you decide what you want here.

Step 20: A quick way to add some detail is with LWCAD's vector clone tool. Here I've created a simple
support by creating a box and then using engraver on the front. Then I select the support, activate vector
clone, and move the new support over by the desired amount. Then just dial in the number of clones you
want to fill the required space. Make enough to fill the space underneath the top border. You can use the
stretch tool in LW too if necessary.

That's it for this tutorial. There's much more you could do here but hopefully you see how useful LWCAD
can be for easily adding rich detail to your buildings. Here's a quick render of our completed building
facade.
You can download the finished model here: Arch_Windows_Model
Have questions? Drop me an email: admin@3dnocturne.com

